
 
LIGHT & WONDER ADDS INNOVATIVE SPINBERRY CONTENT TO 

OPENGAMING™ ENTERTAINMENT PLATFORM THROUGH PLAYZIDO 

Studio signs agreement with Light & Wonder to connect to industry’s leading digital 

casino ecosystem via game development platform 

 
LAS VEGAS – (February 3, 2023) – Light & Wonder, Inc. (NASDAQ: LNW) (together with its 
subsidiaries, “Light & Wonder”) has signed a new partnership with games studio SPINBERRY, 
which brings new worlds of play to operators utilizing the OpenGaming content aggregation 
platform. 
 
The new deal will see Light & Wonder’s extensive operator network, in key regulated markets 
around the world, gain access to Spinberry’s portfolio of highly innovative slot games. 
 
Spinberry games are being delivered to OpenGaming via the Playzido platform. Acquired by 

Light & Wonder in 2022, Playzido’s platform is the perfect solution for the most exciting content 

studios to build games quickly and efficiently, whilst also gaining access to the OpenGaming 

operator network. 

 
Spinberry boasts a vast knowledge of the land-based sector which it leverages to introduce both 

proven and new concepts to online players. The studio has recently launched its new-to-market 

mechanic “Feature Spin” in its latest title, Spinberry Wilds, providing players with a high-volatility 

experience which is replicated across every stake level.  

The addition of Spinberry to Light & Wonder’s roster of premium game studios further cements 

OpenGaming as one of the world’s leading digital casino ecosystems.  

 
Steve Mayes, Digital Partnerships Director at Light & Wonder, said: “We’re really excited 
about Spinberry’s roadmap and can’t wait to help them get their games in front of players 
worldwide. It is also further evidence that ambitious studios will always be attracted to 
aggregators that allows them to innovate while also getting their content out into the global 
gaming market in double-quick time.” 
 
Stuart Pounder, Managing Director at Spinberry, said: “Spinberry has entered the digital 
market at a good pace. We are being recognized for innovation within games and outside of 
games, with “Feature Spin” being the first big digital launch outside of games for us. The time is 
right to partner with Light & Wonder and leverage the multiple benefits that they bring to the 
table.”  
 
The OpenGaming ecosystem delivers more than 3,500 games from a global network of in-

house and third-party game studios with unrivalled ease of integration that is robust and secure. 

All games available through OpenGaming are supported with a comprehensive range of 

https://www.lnw.com/


responsible gambling tools, helping to deliver a safe and enjoyable gaming experience for 

players. 

© 2023 Light & Wonder Inc. All rights reserved. 

 

About Light & Wonder, Inc. 
Light & Wonder, Inc. (formerly known as Scientific Games Corporation), is the global leader in cross-

platform games and entertainment. Light & Wonder brings together approximately 6,000 employees from 

six continents to connect content between land-based and digital channels with unmatched technology 

and distribution. Guided by a culture that values daring teamwork and creativity, the Company builds new 

worlds of play, developing game experiences loved by players around the globe. Its OpenGaming 

platform powers the largest digital-gaming network in the industry. The Company is committed to the 

highest standards of integrity, from promoting player responsibility to implementing sustainable practices. 

To learn more, visit lnw.com. 

Media Inquiries: 
Media@lnw.com  

Forward-Looking Statements 
In this press release, Light & Wonder makes "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the U.S. 

Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements can be identified by words 

such as "will," "may," and "should." These statements are based upon management's current 

expectations, assumptions and estimates and are not guarantees of timing, future results, or 

performance. Therefore, you should not rely on any of these forward-looking statements as predictions of 

future events. Actual results may differ materially from those contemplated in these statements due to a 

variety of risks, uncertainties and other factors, including those factors described in Light & Wonder’s 

filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”), including its current reports on Form 8-

K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and its annual report on Form 10-K that was filed with the SEC on 

March 1, 2022 (including under the headings "Forward-Looking Statements" and "Risk Factors"). 

Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made and, except for Light & Wonder’s 

ongoing obligations under the U.S. federal securities laws, Light & Wonder undertakes no obligation to 

publicly update any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information, future events or 

otherwise. 

 

About Spinberry 
Established in 2020, Spinberry is an omnichannel game development studio creating innovative 
and highly engaging games for gambling markets worldwide.  Powered by its cutting-edge technology, 
unique tool sets, and strong creative talent. Spinberry was founded by Bill and Lena Zycinsky as part 
of the 1PT Group. Spinberry is led by Stuart Pounder who comes with a wealth of history as an executive 
in the UK’s gaming industry. Spinberry has had record-breaking success with land-based distribution and 
success has continued with digital performance when entering the digital market in June 2022. Spinberry 
is already looking to reshape the industry with the introduction of industry Feature Spin, with many more 
unique mechanics in the pipeline. 
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